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(Comm. by Kinjir6 KuNucI, M.Z.A., Nov. 12, 1966)

Introduction. It is stated in [1 that if the operator L-= A+ q(x),
where A is 3-dimension Laplacian and q(x) is sufficiently differentiable
real-valued function with compact support in 3-dimension Euclidean
space R, has no eigenvalue, then solution u(x) of equation Lu=
where 2 is a complex number satisfying RefO equals to zero
identically if u() is a twice continuously differentiable function and
also u(x)-O( x -) as x.

In 1 we give an example such that L has no eigenvalue, but
that for 2-0, Lu-fu has a solution, not zero identically which is
not an eigenfunction, but u(x)=O(l x -) as x, where q(x) has
a compact support and for any positive number s

1--q(x)(+) x
and also there exist some r, r (O<r<r<) and for r x

1 1-q(x)--.
4

From this example, we can construct a solution of wave equation

such that -u+qu-O for t >0 its initial data u(0 x) and (0 x)
t 3t

have compact supports resprectively, but that limu(t, x) does not

vanish for any x e R.
Our considerations of the method were suggested by those of

the method used in [2. Next we give its proof in 2, and consider

the influence which 1 1 has on the spectrum of L in 3.
4 lx]

1. We consider a differential operator L + q(x) defined
on R, where q(x) is a twice continuously differentiable real-valued
function and also q(x)-O(] x --) (h>0) as x. On this case
L has a unique self-adjoint extension on L(R) and its domain is
the set of all functions whose partial derivatives of orderS2 in
distribution sense belong to L(R). We also denote the extended
operator by L. Furthermore we write x -r.

xample 1. We set
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and

q(x)
1 + e 1 for r r =< r.,

for

sin kr for 0<r<r,
w(r)- cr1/2 sin (3//- log r) for rr_<_ r,

t,C for r> r2,
where e is an arbitrary positive number, and k, r, r, c, c will be
determined later such that w(r) is positive on (0, ) and continuously
differentiable on (0, ). Next we set

u(x)=r-w(r)
and also we write

where
u*

e
(r) >=0 for r e [0, c),
(r)- 0 for r 1,
(r)-i for 0r,

(r x- 1,

and $ is a sufficiently small positive number. Then u*(x)O, so
(x)eC(R), q(x)eC(R) and satisfies an equation -2+-0,
and also rc as r. But c>0, so (x) does not belong to
L(R).

Now we divide q(x) into q(x)-q+(x)-q_(x), q+(x)O, q_(x)O.
Here to explain our significance of Example 1, we give two

lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let q_(x)< Then the solution u(x) of the

equation Lu- 0 equals to zero identically if for some e> O, u- O(r--)
and 3u O(r-g-), (i- 1, 2, 3) as r.

Lemma 2. Let q(x) be a function which satisfies the following
properties"

i) q(x)-q(r),
ii) there exists a number r(>0) such that q(r)-O for rr,

1iii) q_ (2+ ) r.
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Furthermore let Lu-O have a solution u such that u=u(r)>O on
(0, c), then the operator L has no eigenvalue.

2. 1. The construction of v) and of in lxample 1. We at
first choose r. such that 0rl and w’(r)-O, that is,

tan (1/e log r)- 21/-.
Next we choose k, %, c such that

k0,
Orr,
sin kr=cr sin( log r),
k cos k%=cr{ sin (s log r)+s cos ( s log r)},

1(+s)r),
and c sin ( e log r)> 0 for r e [r, r.
Furthermore we set

c-cr sin( log r) ( 0).
Then q(r) and w(r) described in 1 satisfy the relation

w"(r)-q(r)w(r).
We now set

u(x)-r-w(r),
then u(x)>O and ru(x)c as r. From the above relation we
see that 2u+ qu O, but that u L(R).

2. Proof of Lemma 1. It is well known that if u(x)e C(R),
and u(x)- O(r--) 3u O(r--) (i- 1, 2, 3), > 0, as r, we thenx
have the following inequality:

1 u(x)dx .gradu(x)dx.

Both sides are equal if and only if u(x)O. Now we prove Lemma
1. If u(x) O, then from the assumption

O- (-2u+ qu)dx

( grad u +q]u )dx

, q- d O,

which is a eontradietion.
3. Proof of Lemma 2. Since for 2>0, this lemma is roved

in . Kato [8, we may investigate this lemma when 20. We
relaee the equation A+q-2 by polar coordinate (, 0), then
this equation becomes

+ + A +(-q)-o,
5r r 5r r
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where A is Laplace-Beltrami operator. We now define w(r, O)
=ru(r, 0), then w(r, 0) satisfies

---W-W + AW. + ( q)w O.

By ,(0) we denote normalized n-th spherical harmonics, then w(r, )
is expanded such that

w(r, O) , , w(r, O)pn,(O)dO. pn,(O),

and its coefficient v.,(r)- w(r, O).,(O)d0 satisfies the equation
J

,, + q-
f

v,() O.

u(x) e L(R),

We at first show that v,(r)=_O for n_>_l. If vn,0, from

e L(R), (i- 1, 2, 3)

O- -I’[v’’ n(n+ 1) }n,dr

This is a contradiction.
Next we show that Vo(r)=O. From the preceding fact

V’o’ (l / q)Vo
where we write 2--/ (/_>_0).

When /-0, from (1) we get
Vo(r) v(0, r) ar+ b for r r.

From this and v(O, r)e L:(R), we see that
v(0, r) 0 for r >- r,

and accordingly that v(0, r) 0.
Now denoting the solution Vo of the equation V’o’-(q+l)Vo by

v(/, r), we set
v(/, r)- p(g, r)sin O(g, r), )
v’(/, r)-p(/, r)cos (/, r), t 2

r)- r) +
and

o(t , o)-o.
From (1) and (2), we get

p’(/, r) (1 + (/ / q))p(l, r) sin 0(/, r) cos 0(/, r),
0’(g, r) cos 0(g, r)- (g + q) siA 0(g, r)

for all r >__0.
Solving (1) for r>=r, we get

v([ r) ae + be-.
(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)
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Because of ue L(R), a-0. Therefore v(/t, v)-be- for r>__r.
Assuming b:/=0 for some />0, from (2), (4), (6), we get

sin 20(, r)- 2 for vr.
1+

Accordingly for some integer k
(, r) e ((k +), (k+ 1)), ( 7

and for rr, O(g, r) is constant. Hence from (5)
g-cot (g, r), for r r. ( 8 )

Here we remark from (5), (8) that even if there exists an
eigenfunction whose 0(, r) is in ((k +), (k + 1)) for rr, it is
determined by a unique g.

Now we assume that there exists a positive solution v(0, r).
Setting v(0, r)-ar+b for rr, we see that sin 2(0, r)-P’o as

P
r, hence that 0(0, r)k as r. Furthermore it implies

2
from the positiveness of v(0, r) that sin0(0, r)0, that is,
0(0, r). Moreover from (5), we see that

0 0(0 r) < for r e (r ). 9 )

If ,a>O, from (3), (5), and (9)
0 0(, r) 0(0, r) for all r> 0.

which is a contradictionthat is, for r>0, g>0, 0(g, r)e 0,

with (7).
Finally we remark that if 0(0, r) tends to (k+), as r,

then from (8) the operator L has just k-eigenvalues with simple
multiplicity.. Remark. For the dimension n-3, there exists at
least one operator L which has eigenvalues even if q satisfies

+ e), where is an arbitrary positive number.q_

xample 2. We set
-k-2 for Or<r,

(+)- for r rq(r)

0
and

for > r2,

[sin kr for O<r<r,
w(r)- r1/2 sin (v/ log r) for r<r =< r,

[e-z for r>r.,
s and we choosewhere is a fixed number such that 0</-<-,
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such that
k>O,
r>O,
sin kr-r sin (- log r),

k cot kr-{V-(cot V-log r) +1/2},
in addition k is sufficiently smaller than (1/4+e)-l..

r
such that

Next we choose

rlr2,

0<___<. e

2r
r sin (3// log r)- e-

and l{V cot (W log r) +} .
Then q(r) and w(r) mentioned above, satisfy the relation

w"(r)=(q+2)w(r).
We next set u(x)=r-w(r), then

Lu 2u, and also u e L(R).
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